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Three Branches: Federal and State



SWBAT
1) Describe the two compromises regarding the branches of 

government and the issue of slavery. 

2) Describe and explain the role of each of the Three Branches of 
the US government.

3) Explain principles of Checks and Balances and give examples of 
how each branch is effected by the others.

4) Discuss how the Constitution
a) Prevents a Tyranny (protects our rights)

b) Keeps us safe and free



Articles of Confederation 
– Epic Fail!

• Proved unable to handle 
the problems of a new 
nation

• It had insufficient power to 
solve or prevent “violent 
protest”  – resulted in 
Shay’s rebellion

• Federal gov’t and state 
gov’t couldn’t prevent a 
tyranny (individuals taking 
advantage in any particular 
state)



Convention Called to Discuss Changes 
to the Articles of Confederation

• Philadelphia, May 25, 1787, the 
convention began.

• George Washington was elected to 
be President of the convention.

• Quickly decided that the AoC could 
not be fixed and a new 
constitution was to be written.

• Decided the talks would be held in 
secret to allow for open discussion 
and prevent arguments against it.



Guiding Principles of the 
Convention

• Prevent a tyrant

• Restrain the mob

Why are tyrants (political or economic) or mobs
bad?



Main Points of Discussion

• The states were too strong, and a 
weak federal government might 
allow a state tyranny to arise

• The national government needed 
more power, especially to tax

• There were disagreements about:

– Representation:                                   
Big states vs. Small states

• Do it by population or by state?

– Slavery – its very existence



The First Suggested Plan

Virginia Plan:  James Madison

• Create Three Branches:

Bicameral (Two House) Legislature
States represented in two houses, per population

Lower House elected by the people according to population

Upper House to be elected by Lower House.

Give the houses power to tax, regulate trade 
(commerce), make laws

Executive – president and his advisors

 Judiciary – national court system



Who is James Madison?
• March 16, 1751 – June 28, 1836
• He was of very slight stature (5-4) and weighed only about 100 

pounds
• An American statesman, political theorist and the fourth President of 

the United States (1809–1817). 
• He is hailed as the "Father of the Constitution" for being 

instrumental in the drafting of the United States Constitution and as 
the key champion and author of the United States Bill of Rights.

• Madison was crucial in persuading George Washington to attend the 
convention, since he knew how important the popular general would 
be to the adoption of a constitution.

• After the constitution had been drafted, Madison became one of the 
leaders in the movement to ratify it. 

• His collaboration with Alexander Hamilton and John Jay produced The 
Federalist Papers (1788). 

• Federalist Papers: circulated only in New York at the time, they would 
later be considered among the most important writings in support of 
the Constitution. 

• He was also a delegate to the Virginia constitutional ratifying 
convention, and was instrumental to the successful ratification effort 
in Virginia. 

• Like most of his contemporaries, Madison changed his political views 
during his life. During the drafting and ratification of the constitution, 
he favored a strong national government, though later he grew to 
favor stronger state governments, before settling between the two 
extremes late in his life.



The Second Plan 
suggested by members of 

the NJ delegation

New Jersey Plan:

• Three branches of Government

• Unicameral (One House) Legislature

• Each state gets one vote – limits power of 
large states against small states

• Give the House the power to tax and regulate 
trade



Compare VA & NJ Plans



The Great Compromise

• After weeks of debate and small states 
threatening to quit, a compromise was reached

• The Legislature would be Bicameral

• House of Representatives: each state gets 1 
Representative per 40,000 residents.

• Senate: each state gets two Senators,  elected by 
the state governments (this will change).  This 
satisfies the small state concern of being out-
voted due to population



Slavery

• How would slaves be 
represented?

• Southern states wanted them 
counted with population for 
representation but not for taxing 
(they certainly could not vote)

• Northern states wanted them 
counted for taxing but not 
representation (since they were 
not free).

• Southern states threatened to 
drop out of the USA if slavery or 
the slave trade were outlawed.



Compromises over Slavery

• The Three-Fifths Compromise: 3/5ths of the 
slave population would be counted for both 
taxing purposes and for representation in the 
House of Representatives.



Compromises over Slavery

• The importation of slaves into the USA would not 
be interfered with by the national government for 
20 years, which ended up being 1808.

• In 1808, slave 
importation 
was ended, 
but trade 
continued  
within the 
boundaries of 
the United 
States until 
the Civil War



Division of Power: Federal vs. State

Federal Government = 
Executive (President)

Legislative(Senate and House of Reps.)
Judicial Branch (Supreme Court)

State Government =
Executive (Governor)

Legislative (Senate and House)
Judicial (Supreme Court)

Criminal Courts = 
determine 

innocence or guilt 
based on law

Civil Court  =
Settle 

disagreements 
based on law



A Tour Through the Constitution
• You will be provided copies of the Constitution

• In groups select a leader, readers, and 
question collectors

• Go to the envelopes, (Keep them orderly!) 
grab an appropriate question

• Read the questions together and look through 
the constitution identifying 
the roles and jobs of: 
President, Senators, 
Representatives, and Justices.



A System of Checks and Balances

• The constitution was 
written to ensure that 
no single person or 
group can hold more 
power than another.

• Think about the 
powers and 
weaknesses of each 
office.  What checks 
and balances did the 
founders build into the 
constitution?

• Look to money, the 
writing and passing of 
laws, the power of the 
courts





Federal vs. State Powers





Three Branches: Federal and State

Government (Washington DC or State Capitol)

Executive Branch Legislative Branch Judicial Branch

President or Governor Senate and Representatives Supreme Court

Enforces 
the Law

Writes   
the Law

Interprets 
the Law



Criminal vs. Civil Courts
Civil Courts Criminal Courts

In a civil suit, one party (the plaintiff) who
feels they were harmed brings a 
complaint against another party (the 
defendant). Sometimes the government 
is one of the parties.

The government (the plaintiff) brings suit 
against (prosecutes) a person who they 
believe has broken the law (the defendant).

Reasonable doubt is not required. A 
"preponderance of evidence" is enough 
in most cases.

•The plaintiff can either ask for monetary 
relief, or equitable relief Monetary relief
is when the plaintiff asks for a cash award 
to remedy the situation. 

•Equitable relief is when the plaintiff asks 
for the court to order the other party to 
do or not to do something.

The guilt of the defendant must be proven 
beyond a reasonable doubt.

If the defendant is convicted, he or she may 
have to serve time in jail or pay a fine.


